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We are proud to be the first company
in the world to offer a cryogenically
treated valve range on our own brand.

The Harma Diamond deep
cryogenically treated valve range
offers the musician and audiophile
valves which are not only specially
selected and tested, but are now cryo
treated for ultimate performance.

What is Cryogenic Treatment?

The term Cryogenic means literally
‘born of extreme cold’ and describes
the cooling of materials well below
freezing point.

Cryogenic treatment is a process that
when applied to metals de stresses
and removes imperfections in the
structure of the raw materials.

Why do we cryogenically treat
Valves?

Imperfections caused in the
manufacturing process of the metals
that go into making the vacuum tube

have a dramatic effect on the final
audible sound. These imperfections
cause erratic electron flow due to the
molecules being trapped in a
haphazard pattern.  This results in the
loss of musical detail and harmonics
presenting the music in a confused
and muddy form.

We can eliminate these imperfections
by subjecting the valves to extreme
cold temperatures over a 36 hour ‘chill’
period arriving at -195 degrees
Centigrade (-312F).

As the materials in the valve cool they
contract. This has the effect of
realigning the molecules of the metal
structures and removing stress from
the anode plates. This process
therefore enables complete uniformity
of the valves electron flow, something
which would not be found in standard
or untreated valves.

What are the benefits of using
cryogenically treated Valves?

The Cryogenic process offers change
to the metals’ microstructure.  The
reduction in electronic noise improves
the valves noise floor leading to lower
microphonics. Until now, clear note
definition, musical complexity and rich
harmonic content was only attainable
by using rare and expensive new old
stock classics.

We are extremely excited by these
results, cryogenically treated valves
offer musicians huge improvements
in sound and reliability.

The biggest area of interest to
guitarists will be in the dramatic effect
Cryogenic treatment has on the way
the valve performs when overdriven.
There is no harshness and imaging
has more focus with a warmer sound
which is pleasing to listen to, providing
a clear and unmuddled distortion.

In short, a proven way of obtaining
NOS sound quality with a great
difference, an affordable price!

Watford Valves is a UK company
which has become one of Europe’s
leading suppliers of tested, graded
and guaranteed valves to the
professional music industry.

Established in the early 90’s as a
special test facility to evaluate the
problem of poor quality and reliability
offered to musicians, we have grown
to now offer some of the most
comprehensive test facilities on valves
available today.

With the aid of our custom-built test
rigs, we supply some of the industries
biggest names including AC/DC, Eric
Clapton, Brian May, Oasis, Joe Satriani,
Thunder and the ‘We Will Rock You’
shows in London, Sydney and
Barcelona. By using Watford Valves
you are guaranteed total reliability and
the best sound as enjoyed by the
World’s major stars.

“I use Watford Valves tested valves in the
hardest environments and they are totally

reliable”
Dave Petersen

Brian May Amp Tech
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E34L STR - CRYO

This valve has the highest plate
dissipation rated at 30 watts and
has the widest frequency
response. Deep bottom end,
smooth midrange & clear highs.
Ideal for Blues players in
Marshalls.

E84L/7189 - CRYO
Standard Test

Smooth and well balanced with
tight bass and warm treble.  Its
rugged construction makes this the
first choice for the most demanding
musical applications.

E84L/7189 - CRYO
Burst Tested

Tested under a full working load
for complete reliability.  Gain
selected by Watford Valves for
the ‘We Will Rock You’ shows in
London, Sydney and Barcelona.

EL84 STR - CRYO
Burst Tested

Deep tight bass, large sound stage
and  saturated top end closest to
the original Mullard sound.  Supplied
by Watford Valves to Queen’s
guitarist Brian May.

EL84 Vintage - CRYO
Burst Tested

Sledge hammer midrange punch
with bright sweet top end
response.  Ideal for Blues provides
classic Rock n Roll boogie sound.

EL34 Retro - CRYO

Designed to produce a punchy
aggressive sound with extended
top end and earlier distortion than
the STR.  Ideal for Rock and Metal
players.

“Watford Valves have kept our AC30s sounding
great for over 1000 shows and we work them

really hard!!”
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6L6GC Retro - CRYO

Based on the classic Sylvania STR387, it
produces a big Fender clean sound with
extended treble response.  Distorts later than
the STR, ideal in Fenders and Boogies.

6L6GC STR - CRYO
Heavy duty construction, thick
glass & gold grids provide deep
bass, long sustain and a big
vibrant G.E. sound stage. Our
most sought after 6L6 by far.

KT66 STR - CRYO

Made to original G.E.C.spec.
Big detailed sound with rich
warm sustain, the smoothest
sounding of all 6L6 types.
Instant Clapton Bluesbreaker
tone.

5881 - CRYO
Modern hard edge sound with
early compression and supreme
reliability. A military button based
valve which powered mid eighties
Marshall and Mesa Boogie amps.

6V6GT STR - CRYO

Totally redesigned to handle high plate volts
and provide classic R.C.A smooth silky
distortion.  Best sounding 6V6GT produced
today.

6550A STR - CRYO

Increased plate capacity for
supreme reliability. Classic
vintage tone wrapped in the
famous ‘coke bottle’ shape
looks as distinctive as it
sounds. Great in Ampeg SVTs
and high powered audio
amps.

7027A STR - CRYO
Heavy duty construction with
deep powerful bass and clear
midrange.  Designed for use in
Ampeg B15N and V4B amps.

“I fitted Watford valves in my Mesa Boogie and
toured the UK , they blew me and the first ten

rows away.  Use them or lose out.”
Ben Matthews

Thunder

HARMA VALVES
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ECC83/7025 DR250

Designed to have an upper
midrange peak resulting in crisp
biting tone whilst retaining
classic warm bass response.
Ideal choice in both vintage and
modern amps.

ECC83/7025 DR270
- CRYO

Selected for the most demanding
position for those of you who need
every last ounce of gain, with low
microphonics. Suited to hard rock
and metal players.

ECC83 STR - CRYO
Selected with a drive rating of
229-249 to produce the
cleanest most natural sound.
Rich warm bottom end
response, plenty of detail. Suited
to Fender style amps.

ECC83 Vintage -
CRYO
Selected with a drive rating of
170-200 to produce low gain and
a warm bright sound which is
hard to overdrive.  Ideal for ultra
clean players and bassists.

Selected Pre-amp Valves

HarmaTM Diamond
Superior Grade Valves
Harma valves are Watford Valves’ own
brand and these valves are sourced
from the best current production and
new old stock available today.  They
provide the music industry with high
quality tested valves which will work
under the most rigorous conditions
after being tested on test rigs
replicating the extremes of real
working amplifiers.

The valves also undergo tests for hum,
microphonics and gas, and go through
six shifts in bias voltage to ensure
perfect matching on digital machines.
They provide total reliability which is
why Harma valves come with one of

the longest warranties in the business,
6 months on pre-amp and output
valves.

Drive Tested Pre-Amp Valves

These valves undergo a series of tests
at full operational conditions.  Firstly
a controlled burn in process to ensure
perfect stability, followed by a shock
and vibration test and then a
microphony, hum and balance test,
before finally being drive tested to rate
them for gain.

The rating score runs from 150 to 300
digital points. The higher the rating,
the greater the gain giving quicker
distortion. We are therefore able to
custom select sets of valves with a
specified output and gain to best suit
your particular musical playing style.

The valve which runs the distortion
channel, we term the ‘driver valve’ and
valve which supplies the signal to the
output valves (the phase inverter) we
term the ‘balanced valve’.

150-200 Low to medium gain gives a bright
clear tone with fat compression

Suited to Fenders to maintain
more headroom for a cleaner
sound

200-250
Standard gain gives good drive to
the output valves with quicker
overdrive

Great for Rock & Blues with
cascading gain pre-amps

250-300
High gain gives really big fat
distortion at low settings on the
pre-amp

Suitable for driver/first position,
ideal for Hard Rock & Metal

“Watford Valves attention to product quality is
unsurpassed. I don’t need to look anywhere

else for Brian’s tubes.”
Pete Malandrone

Brian May’s Technical Assistant
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GZ32 STR - CRYO
A smaller and more compact
version of the Mullard GZ32
retaining the classic shoulder
shape. Selected for use in Q.U.A.D.
amps.

GZ34 STR - CRYO
Modelled on the famous large
plate Mullard GZ34.  Provides
constant voltage in vintage amps,
notably the AC30 , leaving them
sounding as good as new.

5U4G - CRYO
Long life military grade valve,
made famous in Mesa’s dual
and triple rectifier range of amps

5U4GB STR - CRYO
Based on the famous Philips/Sylvania, noted
for its clean sound.  Used in many vintage
Fender amps from the late 50’s and 60’s

EZ81 STR - CRYO
This hard to source powerful rectifier has
been reborn to keep those early Vox and
W.E.M amps on the road.

ECC81/12AT7 - CRYO

Selected with a drive rating of
180-220 to produce a rich crisp
sound quality and completely free
of microphonics.  Selected for
reverb and phase inverter stages.

SQ6922 Vintage - CRYO

Matched on db gain for critical
applications in high end pre-amps
and studio valve compressors.  Has
a long life rating of 5000 hours.

EF86 - CRYO
Features the mesh construction of
the Mullard and shares its low noise
refined sound stage and soulful
sound.  Famous for being used in
Vox and Q.U.A.D amps.

“I use Watford Valves because their testing
ensures I always get a reliable and consistent,
product which is what I need for my clients.”

Which valve is the closest to the
Mullard GZ34? See our test

reports on our web site

www.watfordvalves.com

Andy Field
Tech to Eric Clapton and The Who



For many years now Watford Valves
has become the first choice for
specially selected valves across the
Musical spectrum. Our clients include
famous artists, professional recording
and broadcast studios as well as the
working and performing musician. We
understand the importance of a fast
and professional personal service. We

therefore carry a comprehensive range
of Cryogenically treated valves for off
the shelf delivery to cater for most
applications. In addition we offer a
bespoke testing and treatment service
for our professional customers.

www.watfordvalves.com

Watford Valves offers a range of the best New Old Stock items which has been
specially selected and cryogenically treated for the most demanding professional
and audio applications. We have high quality items from Mullard, Telefunken,
G.E.C, R.C.A, Philips and G.E. These New Old stock Classics are considered
the best of their type, so the best just got better.

We also offer cryogenic treatment on
New Old Stock (NOS) items from the
world famous factories as well as
current production items from all the
major brands such as Svetlana
/winged c, JJ/Tesla, Sovtek, Electro
Harmonix, T.A.D and Groove Tubes.

All Cryogenically treated valves offered
by us undergo our own stringent in
house testing regardless of any testing
offered by the host brand.  All
signal/pre amp valves are selected
for low noise and low microphonics
and all output valves are dual matched
on anode current as well as
transconductance. This guarantees
that you get the finest quality, best
sounding valves backed by our own
six month warranty.

“I have used Watford Valves for years, the
valves are always perfectly matched and tested.

I could not ask for more.”
Adrian Emsley

Orange Amps Designer
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UK Tel. 01923 893270 | INTERNATIONAL Tel. +44 1923 893270
Web. www.watfordvalves.com | E-mail: sales@watfordvalves.com | Fax: 01923 679207

MAIL ORDER | 49 Oakwood Road | Bricket Wood | St.Albans | Hertfordshire | UK | AL2 3PZ


